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WHAT FACTORS LEAD

TO TOP-LEVEL PHD

DISSERTATIONS?

Excellent supervisors
Perseverance
Resilience
Self-discipline
Hardworking
Working environment
.....

INSIGHTS AND
EXPERIENCES FROM
THE WINNER AND 
THE FINALISTS

The AIB T&E SIG promotes excellence in teaching and

knowledge sharing among IB educators around the globe . In

this newsletter , we aim to gather and share experiences that

would support and improve PhD education . Our coordinator,

Yuxue Luo, interviewed the winner of Peter J . Buckley and

Mark Casson AIB Dissertation Award , Dr. Rachel Pacheco , as

well as finalists Dr. Tuuli Hakkarainen, Dr. Nan Zhang and Dr.

Johannes Kleinhempel , to get some insights and comments

on what helped them to finish high-quality PhD programs with

international recognition . All the interviews were taken through

Zoom meetings and/or email . Despite their different

experience , we observed how their perseverance , resilience ,

self-discipline , and hardworking have contributed to their

success . We want to sincerely thank all the excellent PhD

researchers who spend their precious time sharing their

wonderful and valuable experiences with us . 

Researched & designed by Yuxue Luo
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“Keep pushing to
the end, you might
get something
unexpected.”

DR. RACHEL PACHECO
AWARD WINNER
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Yuxue: What do you think were

the reasons for you to achieve

such a high-quality PhD with

international recognition? 

Rachel: Two things were very

important in my mind . From the

first year of my PhD , I started to

build my dataset , which helped

me to answer different research

questions . The second was my

supervisor . Every one or two

weeks we checked in and met to

make sure I was making

progress . Throughout the whole

PhD he was both very supportive

and pushed me quite a bit .

Yuxue: How did you come up

with this interesting research

question?

Rachel: From the beginning of

my PhD , I really enjoyed

sociology . When I collected my

data , I tried to conceptualise the

context I had in different ways

and tried to generate my

research question . I started from

places I was deeply interested in

and thought about how to apply

those theories to the research

setting I had .

Yuxue: You mentioned your PhD

supervisor was very supportive , 

what was the role of supervisor

that led to your success?

Rachel: He was instrumental in

different ways . Firstly , he pushed

me quite a bit to make my work

better in terms of idea

generation , analysis , writing , and

data collection . He never settled

for good enough – he always

pushed me to make my work

better . When I was about to

defend my dissertation , he sent

extensive and constructive

feedback on the entire

dissertation .  I worked to

incorporate all of his comments

before my defence . He set a

really high standard . The other

thing he did , as I mentioned

before , was the commitment to

meeting on a regular basis . Even

if I just showed incremental

progress when we met , it still

meant I was making tiny steps

getting closer and closer to the

finished research .  I would say

these two things were incredibly

important .

Yuxue: You mentioned he set a

high standard for you , did you

feel pressured?

Rachel: No , I did not feel

pressured from him because I 

 
A Contingent Theory of
Governance for the Global Project
Organization: The Effect of
Diversity and Composition on
Order and Conflict 

(Ph.D. Awarded by University of
Pennsylvania)

Supervisor: Witold J. Henisz, PhD
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them on paper . You might often

have lots of different ideas so it

is very helpful to know how to

put ideas on paper . Moreover ,

the way you eat an elephant is

one bite at a time . I tend to

break things down and have my

to-do list and set micro-tasks .

Even if I just finished one micro-

task in a day , I felt like a

successful day . The micro-task

can be as small as just cleaning

one variable and then you ’ve

accomplished a task . It ’s small

steps and a long journey . 

Yuxue: Do you think the interest

in research question is very

important for PhD students?

Rachel: Yes , I would say being

excited about your research

question is important , but at the

same time , the challenge of

getting a PhD is finishing it .

Early on , I asked some research

questions that were fascinating

and important , but were really

hard to execute research on . It

can bring you extra challenges

by asking questions no one has

asked before or questions where

there aren ’t pieces of literature

you can easily get to build your

theory . So have a research

question that is interesting but

that you can work to answer

during your PhD , as finishing

your PhD is challenging enough

without an impossible research

question ! 

Yuxue: What advice you could

give to a PhD student who

would like to write an award-

winning PhD?

Rachel: It is hard for me to

answer this question because

my supervisor was very

important in supporting me in

this . So my advice would be ,

keep pushing to the very end ,

you might get something

unexpected . 

Yuxue: Do you have any

activities you would recommend

PhD students to take part in?

Rachel: I think anything that

brings you with other PhD

students could be very helpful . I

really enjoy small PhD

conferences , some conferences

with specific topics were very

useful to me . 
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knew ultimately , he had my best

interests at heart . I know he

wanted me to succeed . So , at

the time I was overwhelmed or

stressed just to get the work

done , but not stressed because

of pressure from him .

Yuxue: What was the role of the

study process in achieving

success? Apart from your

supervisor , how did you study by

yourself?

Rachel: Earlier in my PhD , I had

a lot of writing practice which

was helpful . I would write at

least a paragraph each day

about my latest ideas . Often

these paragraphs were being

prepared to put in my paper

later . That early writing was very

helpful practice for later in my

PhD . I became very comfortable

just writing new things down

and , because of this I did not

make such a huge deal when I

needed to write up ten pages at

a time because an idea or

hypothesis changed . 

Yuxue: Any other suggestions

apart from writing?

Rachel: It ’s not only about

writing well , but also

formulating ideas and putting 
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“Some challenges that can
first seem only purely
negative, such as getting
harsh critique, can turn
out to be critical moments
of not going in the wrong
direction and finding
better, more interesting
ways forward.”

DR. TUULI HAKKARAINEN
FINALIST
Yuxue: What were the reasons for you

to achieve such a high-quality PhD

with wonderful international

recognition?

Tuuli: What I have got probably most

positive feedback for is that my thesis

explores a topical and relevant

phenomenon . In one of the early

doctoral tutorials I attended , we were

encouraged to look for ideas not only

from academic journals but from the

Wallstreet Journal and the likes . As an

IB scholar , you do not have to look far

to find interesting global phenomena

worth exploring ! For me , having

worked in organizations before

academia and being part of global

teams , it was fascinating to explore

how individuals manage to “get things

done” despite all the complexity that

global collaboration comes with in

workplaces like multinational

corporations . Throughout the PhD

years , I frequently talked to my friends

and family who were working in the

industry and asked what they

struggled with their projects to further

develop my ideas and test my

emerging findings through these

conversations . I believe that although

we need to know our theories and

conceptual background very well , we

also need to be aware and aim for a

close look at what is going on in

organizations and see if some of our

theoretical assumptions still hold and

to what extent , or if we can add to

that understanding . 

Yuxue: How did you come up with an

interesting and important research 

Sharing expertise within the MNC

(Ph.D. Awarded by Aalto University)

Supervisor: Kristiina Mäkelä
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question?

Tuuli: Given that I wanted to explore a

phenomenon of expertise sharing in the

global context and find a new

perspective to it , I did not want to

impose my previous theoretical

conceptualization on my research too

much . Although I knew I will come with

a package from previous experiences

and understanding of the main IB

frameworks and models , it is useful to

keep as open mind as possible . I found

that this was the beauty of using

qualitative methods that I could keep

my research questions quite broad and

let the people that I interviewed and

observed guide me in studying the

themes they find most pressing in their

daily work . For example , I went to

collect data on teams but quickly

realized that people struggled to define

their team , and even in how many

teams they were part of , which was an

interesting cue for me . Also , not to be

fixed with my previous

conceptualization of expertise , I asked

my study participants to define

expertise and what being an expert

meant to them personally . By doing so , I

learned about the centrality of “sharing”

expertise which shaped my final work .

Yuxue: What was the role of your

supervisor?

Tuuli: My supervisor was wonderful in

guiding me on not only what I was

studying , but how to approach the

whole PhD process . Especially in the

beginning , we had frequent meetings

with clear next steps but always briefly 



others and my own curiosity towards the

topic and my drive to know more . I am

grateful for senior colleagues who

reminded me that you cannot force the

outcome , but just have to take the time ,

trust the process and focus on

advancing little by little . I am also lucky

that my husband is an academic and a

few years ahead of me , so he has always

supported me by putting things into

perspective and helped me with coming

up with practical solutions . Often when

you are too close to the problem , when

you can share your difficulties with

someone who cares about your

improvement and empathizes with you

can really make a big difference .

Yuxue: Did you take any courses or

programs that were very helpful in your

PhD process?

Tuuli: PhD is the best time to learn

research methods , so taking as many

courses as possible is likely to be useful .

Besides the methods courses offered at

my university , I attended Global School

in Empirical Research Methods (GSERM)

for specific advanced methods in an

intensive study format . I highly

recommend attending summer schools

or similar for that extra knowledge . Also ,

taking all possible introductory courses

can be useful later , even if you would

not yet plan to use the method . A basic

understanding of different methods also

allows you to review and appreciate

others ’ work . For example , even if your

thesis is a qualitative one , it is good to

know the basics of quantitative methods

and vice versa . Then when you co-author

with others , you can understand their

inputs better as well .
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discussing the big picture as well . For

example , we would agree on what I

will practically advance next and how

this links to what I am trying to

achieve in the long term . Also , I

learned that being mindful about your

ways of working and finding what

works for you is key to stay productive

and happy . Besides supporting my

PhD process , I am grateful that my

supervisor encouraged me to focus on

the topic that I was most passionate

about and supported me in reaching

out to other people . During my PhD , I

went to multiple research visits where

I could present my research to

different audiences outside my

university . In general , presenting as

much as possible turned out to be a

great way to develop ideas and

crystallize the framing and

positioning , in addition , to improve

presentation skills themselves , which

are important in this profession .

Reaching out to other people also

meant active participation in social

events , workshops , doctoral tutorials ,

and summer schools , where I learned

about theories and methods as well as

got the chance to network within

academia . For example , I am very

happy about meeting so many like-

minded people as part of the Nordic

Research School of International

Business (NORD-IB) program . 

Yuxue: What was the role of your

study process?

Tuuli: There are many helpful guides

on how to be productive and how to

approach time and task management ,

so I think it is great that everyone can

find what is useful for them . Whatever

the more specific approach , I think

the main thing is to be mindful of how

you spend your workday/week and do

whatever is needed not to be lost in 

 the process . I have a habit of planning

the week (on a piece of paper), and

then each morning I choose two to

three main priority tasks and allocate 
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time slots for them for that specific

day . For example , I write down what I

want to accomplish before and after

lunch (and never skipping lunch is a

very important part of the plan !) . I

have noticed that the more specific

you are in defining what you need to

do , the more likely you are to stay

focused on the task . If needed , write

that one task on a post-it and glue it

to the side of your screen . Any trick

that helps your brain focus can be

useful , especially when you need to

write or accomplish another

cognitively demanding task . Equally

important is to reserve time to relax

and let your brain rest every day .

Although being very disciplined may

seem the way to succeed , too rigid a

study process can be harmful to

sustaining productivity (not to

mention happiness). I also think that it

is important to learn about the most

common biases in academic work ,

such as what an impostor syndrome is

(and how you can overcome it when it

hits) or how striving for perfectionism

can be counterproductive .

Yuxue: What challenges did you face

and how do you overcome them?

Tuuli: Some challenges that can first

seem only purely negative , such as

getting harsh critique , can turn out to

be critical moments of not going in

the wrong direction and finding

better , more interesting ways forward .

Nobody likes getting negative

feedback , but it is part of the work .

Besides receiving feedback , an

innovative topic can mean less

theoretical foundation as well as

having ready templates for collecting

and analyzing qualitative data , were

some of the more difficult parts of

writing the thesis . Although the

process was sometimes frustrating , I

just keep iterating between my data ,

analysis , and theory , and eventually

found good solutions . What helped

me forward was the support from 



“Good research
questions come
from a good but not
unquestioning
understanding of
the literature”

Yuxue: What were the reasons for

you to achieve such a high-quality

PhD with amazing international

recognition?

Johannes: Thank you for the

opportunity to share some views . I

suppose this question has been

addressed by people who are much

more knowledgeable than I am , so

let me just respond with a few brief

bullets : Persistence , excellent

supervisors –Sjoerd and Mariko :

thank you–, a stimulating and

supportive environment –I am

deeply indebted to Groningen–, and ,

not to be underestimated ,

sometimes sheer luck .

Yuxue: How did you come up with

an interesting and important

research question?

Johannes:  There are three aspects

in my view . First , reading both

current research in IB as well as the

classics to develop deep expertise in

the core field (clearly always an

ongoing process). Second , reading

broadly beyond IB and

management ; there ’s a lot we can

learn from other social sciences .

Third , reading the literature with

“two different sets of eyes”; to learn

from it and to interrogate it

critically . Neither taking the findings

in the literature as given nor

focusing only on potential

shortcomings is likely very fruitful ;

the former impedes critical thinking

DR. JOHANNES KLEINHEMPEL
FINALIST

and the latter truly learning from

past scholarship . Good research

questions come from an excellent

but not unquestioning

understanding of the literature .

Yuxue: What challenges did you

face and how did you overcome

them? 

Johannes: There are many

challenges and setbacks , developing

a thick skin and having a good

support system are vital .

Yuxue: Did you take any courses or

programs that were very helpful in

your PhD process?

Johannes:  I really appreciated and

benefitted from courses where

books & papers were discussed

rather than presented . These have

been instrumental in developing a

sense of what constitutes interesting

(and rigorous) research . Moreover ,

methods courses are critical ; in my

view , PhDs should become true

experts in at least one method (I

recently enjoyed reading Scott

Cunningham ’s Causal Inference : The

Mixtape). Finally , writing is such an

integral part of doing research and

any course which facilitates the

development of better writing skills

is worth gold (Deirdre McCloskey ’s

books are great !) .

Essays in Comparative International
Entrepreneurship Research

(Ph.D. Awarded by University of
Groningen)

Supervisor: Sjoerd Beugelsdijk &
Mariko J. Klasing
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“Show your effort
and don’t be afraid
of making
mistakes.”

Yuxue: What were the reasons for

you to achieve such a high-quality

PhD with amazing international

recognition?

Nan: I think hard-working with

sufficient time plays the role . My

Ph .D . program at Illinois offers us a

flexible graduation schedule that

we used to finish the program in

five years but now have the choice

to extend to six years . We are ,

therefore , given more time to polish

our dissertation . We are also

encouraged by the faculty members

to concentrate on the quality of the

dissertation instead of rushing to

finish the program and graduate .

Externally , the market becomes

increasingly competitive and

requires PhDs to have strong

dissertations for job placements . It

motivates new graduates to pay

more attention to their work , trying

to get a better academic record and

profile at hand to be competitive

when graduating .

Yuxue: Could you share a bit more

on your study process , like how you

studied your courses or so? And

whether the courses were helpful to

your dissertation later?

Nan: I am not sure if it is unique ,

but we have to pick a minor in

addition to the major research

areas . My selection is somehow

comprehensive , I would say . My

concentration is the interaction of

international business and strategy , 

DR. NAN ZHANG
FINALIST

Four Studies on Antitrust
Enforcement and Foreign Investment
Activities

(Ph.D. Awarded by University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

Supervisor: Dr. Joseph Clougherty, 
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and then I have finance as the

minor . Trying to do interdisciplinary

studies among international

business , strategy , and finance may

sound cool , but it requires me to

take a large number of courses . I

believe all courses are somehow

very helpful in my career even

though not all of them have

contributed to my dissertation

studies . For example , I took some

law courses and have not put them

into my dissertation yet , but in a

long run , they are definitely

valuable . In addition to my

dissertation , I have other research

pipelines , some of which are

motivated by the finance courses .

Of course , the foundation and core

courses , method classes , and

professional training are critically

helpful that we will benefit from

the learned knowledge pretty much

every day later .

Yuxue: I totally agree , mostly I do

quantitative research , but I also

found qualitative courses very

helpful and interesting .

Nan: Yes , I have a co-author who is

an expert on qualitative research . I

am trying to learn from him . The

method is very different and

interesting . There are many calls

from different communities and

journals to combine qualitative and

quantitative research .

Yuxue: Do you think working with

people from different areas is 



helpful to your research?

Nan: Yes , for sure . I have coauthors

from different disciplines . In addition to

working with my Ph .D . advisor and

fellows in International Business , I also

work with my master degree advisor

and colleague here at CSU Stanislaus in

Finance , and with OB scholars on

psychological studies . Personally , I

really like to work with different people

as we can learn from each other , and it

can be more efficient . When trying to

combine qualitative and quantitative

studies , we can have different

perspectives being grounded together

making the paper more interesting and

attracting more audiences . 

Yuxue: Do you have suggestions on

how to cooperate with people?

Nan: I would say be open . It 's definitely

okay and beneficial to have different

opinions . I always look forward to

different opinions as we can learn from

each other . Be open to any challenges

and questions , and keep positive when

dealing with these challenges .

Ultimately , you will find a level

playground for everybody to benefit

from and that can be the base for your

research and cooperation .

Yuxue: What 's the role of your

supervisor in your Ph .D . study?

Nan: At the very beginning , my advisor ,

Joe , was one of my teachers who led

me through the theory and the

foundation of the studies . In the later

years of the program when I finished

my courses , I needed to select an

advisor and I believed Joe would be my

best choice as his research interest is

aligned with mine tightly . Since then ,

Joe is not only my teacher but my

advisor and ultimately my co-author .

We started to work as a team actually

during my Ph .D . process when we

develop our work together . Of course ,

we are still working together now . We

did not set up regular supervision

meetings . Instead , we just met and chat

as needed . He answered my a million

and one questions especially at the very

beginning when I was not sure whether

I was on the right track . We often work 
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together brainstorming for hours . I find

it a quite efficient and productive way . I

do have a very great experience and

connection with my advisor Joe .

Yuxue: Do you have suggestions to

manage the relationship with the

supervisor?

Nan: I think I am really lucky to have

and keep a good relationship with my

advisors including Joe , my Ph .D . advisor ,

and Jim , my master advisor . Based upon

my own experience , I would say show

your effort and your advisor will see

that . At the very beginning , we all face

a lack of knowledge and experience . For

example , I got comments and

suggestions to improve my written

English for almost my entire studies

here in the United States since the

master 's program . It was okay for me as

English is not my native language and I

definitely have much room to improve .

Don 't be afraid to show your

weaknesses . There is nothing to be

ashamed of . You are students . Accept

the criticisms and show your efforts . As

far as you are making progress every

day , you are on the right track .

Moreover , do not be afraid of making

mistakes . Your advisors are more

experienced , so it is common for them

to find out your mistakes . When you are

getting more experienced , you can

sense any potential mistakes gradually .

The key is to correct the mistakes in a

timely manner and not to make the

same mistakes again . 

Yuxue: Apart from your supervisor , how

did you study by yourself?

Nan: For the coursework , I did not find

any differences between coursework in

Ph .D . and in master or undergraduate

programs . But research is different . You

always need to be prepared . For

example , when you talk about one

topic , you need to understand the topic

in deep and express your own ideas . 

Yuxue: Did you have break-down

targets during your Ph .D . , like when did

you go to conferences and when did

you progress your papers?

Nan: I almost go to AIB and AOM every 

year . So for me , it 's not really about

when I plan to go to conferences but

more like when I have research at hand ,

then I want to get some comments and

suggestions from other scholars during

the conferences . I did not really have a

firm timeline for my Ph .D . dissertation .

It is partially because I changed my

dissertation topic to a very different one

and ultimately kept the original topic as

another research pipeline . A suggestion

here would be , when doing a Ph .D . , try

not to stay with only one related topic ,

in case you need to make any plan

change .

Yuxue: what was the biggest challenge

and how did you overcome it?

Nan: I think the biggest challenge is to

balance work and life . During my Ph .D .

program , I got married and had a kid ,

so the family started to consume more

time . I took one year off school for my

pregnancy and delivery , but still worked

on my papers and presented at

conferences , just not that intensive . It

was not easy as life was changing

dramatically as my advisor Joe said

open a new chapter . Also , emotionally I

was under pressure because right after

my one year off , I was on the job

market . With a newborn baby , I needed

to get my papers ready , my dissertation

proposal defended , and myself

prepared for the job market .

Unfortunately , I made it . There is no

secret weapon but staying positive and

working whenever possible . Of course ,

supports from my family and advisor

always played a key role .


